BLACK MAMBA ROLLER LIFTER SERIES®

New .936 Keyed Roller Lifter
Made in the USA

1. .936 Dia with load carrying capacity of 1.062" lifter
2. Axle Dia .500", Wheel Dia .850"
3. Full-time Presurized Oiling to the Lifter Wheel and Push Rod
4. Wheel runs in an Oil-Wedge
5. Diamond-Like Coating for less friction and wear durability
6. Rebuildable
7. Offsets available in .180"
8. Currently available for Ford, Chry, Chevy SB, BB, LS, LT

Pressurized Oil enters two ports on opposite sides of Body.

One port carries oil to the Push Rod.

The other port carries oil through the Axle to the Wheel.

Oil proceeds through Axle and exits between the Axle and Wheel, creating an Oil-Wedge. The Wheel runs in the Oil-Wedge.

BEAT THE COMPETITION - BITE THEM WITH BLACK MAMBA LIFTERS®
THE BADDEST LIFTER AROUND
Morel Private Label Lifters